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Abstract  
 
The Demonstration and Analysis Tool for Adaptive Systems Engineering Management 
(DATASEM) is an evolving software simulation framework for experimenting with new and 
existing systems engineering (SE) management, governance, and technical methods to achieve 
more effective use of systems engineering, development and acquisition resources. 
 
Successfully applying systems engineering to evolving complex systems and systems of systems 
is challenged by the ineffectiveness of many traditional management and governance 
approaches. The current systems development environment includes:  
 

• Rapid change in threats, capability needs and priorities, and technology/solution concepts 
and availability 

• Multiple powerful stakeholders with inconsistent win conditions  

• Legacy or component systems and platforms that are evolving independently with 
heterogeneous governance systems  

• Overall capability enhancement via continuous, interdependent software development 
 
It is difficult to schedule as well as efficiently apply resources to ongoing development and 
operation tasks in such an uncertain environment. Timely and coherent communication and 
decision making are critical success factors - but often difficult to achieve. This is particularly 
true in systems of systems evolution. New ways of coordinating, valuing, and performing work 
across complex development environments are needed. 
 
Organizational structures and governance approaches have a particularly significant impact on 
productivity in complex environments; however, changing them can incur significant costs with 
uncertain benefits. This SERC research project provides a modeling environment to experiment 
with more effective application of SE and development resources to build different aspects of 
the system.   
 



 
For more information: http://www.acq.osd.mil/se/outreach/sosecollab.html 

When operational, DATASEM can inform organizations contemplating changes by letting them 
experiment with different ways of coordinating heterogeneous organization and governance 
across independent organizations. Managers, practitioners and researchers will be able to 
identify, develop, investigate and validate new governance and management approaches with 
sufficient rigor to encourage adoption. Where appropriate, DATASEM can demonstrate to 
stakeholders the expected benefits of adaptive governance mechanisms within their existing 
organization. 
 
This presentation will provide a review of the research concepts, the status of the development, 
and opportunities for attendees to participate in the project. 
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